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No significant impact has been stamped by the Klickitat County planning department by a
check list & by a company or companies that are hired by Cypress Creek Renewables.  Who
has looked into any of these documents & went out to the areas which have been stamped no
significant impact to verify that what they wrote in there reports were accurate?  Who went out
at the same times of year, same time of day, same amount of time & covered same amount of
ground as those who wrote those original study findings? Anyone except the company that
Cypress Creek Renewables hired?!?  My guess is Noone, Noone representing our Citizens,
Noone who is worried about a paycheck from the county or state if they don't play along with
the boss.   I don't need to keep beating an old drum by saying there is so much at stake here, 
there's soo much that could go wrong with a industrial project this massive that is being
PUSHED, think of how they are going to be PUSHING the construction workers & offering
bonuses for it to be finished early or at least on-time.  We already know mistakes happen, we
all know that faulty components happen, we all know the passing of the buck so to speak when
catastrophe hits. Noone wants to stand up to the plate & say I screwed up.  Our community,
our citizens, your neighbors, my neighbors, our wildlife, our water sources & clean air are
depending on you to protect us from having such catastrophic damage that cannot be fixed
with dollar bills no matter how many they offer.  Rural 7 is mostly volunteer fire crew,  yes
they do have some of the most outstanding citizens that will do the best they can if something
fire related happens,  however those toxic chemicals will be flowing through with the wind
before our firefighters get there.  Do you want to be one of the ones that husband, wife, son,
daughter, sister or brother inhales any of those toxic chemicals?  Do you want to be part of the
same getting a glass of water after those toxins have leached into our water supply? You know
in your heart that is going to happen.  40 year leases you know the outcome, don't try & fool
yourself, don't go with the flow, you already know this is bad all the way around. Please hold
onto at least your integrity & put yourself into a superhero status by helping us save our
County from anymore bullcrap from outside interest or people without a conscious. Please and
thankyou for reading this at least.  
      Sincerely, BNickerson1@gmail.com
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